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Introduction 
The IEEE 802.16e system supports ARQ scheme to accomplish the reliable transmissions for ARQ-enabled 
non-real-time services. The ARQ feedback information can be sent as a standalone MAC management message 
(ARQ_feedback message) or piggybacked on an existing connection. For an MS having the ARQ-enabled 
connection in downlink direction, it needs the uplink bandwidth for issuing the ARQ_feedback message to BS 
regularly; and the period of bandwidth request process requires at least three frames. To shorten the ARQ report 
latency and save bandwidth for reporting short ARQ_feedback message, we propose a header-based ARQ 
acknowledgement scheme for IEEE 802.16m system. 
 

Message-based ARQ Acknowledgement Scheme 
In order to efficiently use the channel resource, the legacy 16e system has defined four ARQ report types:  

• Selective ACK (SA) 

• Cumulative ACK (CA) 

• Cumulative with Selective ACK (CSA) 

• Cumulative ACK with Block Sequence ACK (CABSA) 

The Cumulative ACK (CA) message only carries the information of block sequence number (BSN), which 
indicates the corresponding block and all blocks with lesser values within the transmission window have been 
successfully received. The selective ACK (SA) message carries the information of ARQ ACK MAP, which 
indicates the successfully received ARQ blocks and unsuccessfully received ARQ blocks. The CSA message 
combines both information of BSN and ACK MAP. The CABSA message is the most complicated one among 
four report types. According to the status of data reception, using different ARQ report type to carry ARQ feed 
information will cause different overheads. 

When an MS desires to send an ARQ_feedback message to BS but has no available uplink bandwidth, it shall 
follow the contention-based bandwidth request procedure, as illustrated in Fig 1. In legacy 16e system, the 
process of an MS reporting short ARQ_feedback message also follows the entire bandwidth request procedure, 
which spends three or more time frames. 
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Figure 1 The message-based UL ARQ acknowledgement mechanism. 

 

Header-based ARQ Acknowledgement Scheme 
As the channel quality is stable and the link adaptation functions well, the MS may always report the short 
CA-type ARQ_feedback message to BS. To efficiently report such short message, we propose a header-based 
ARQ acknowledgement process by using the ARQ_feedback header. As the BS allocates bandwidth to MS in 
response to the ranging code, MS may send the ARQ_feedback header to BS, instead of the legacy BR header. 
As illustrated in Figure 2, the header-based ARQ acknowledgment scheme is able to reduce the latency of ARQ 
feedback report. 

 
Figure 2 The header-based UL ARQ acknowledgement scheme.  

 
 

Proposed Text Changes: 
[Add the following subclause 10.x “ARQ Functions”] 
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10.x ARQ Functions 

   In the UL ARQ acknowledgement scheme, the ARQ feedback information should be sent in message or header 
format. For example, when BS first allocates bandwidth to MS in response to the received BR ranging code, the 
MS may send the ARQ feedback header to BS. 

. 

 


